Introduction
Radiation can damage cellular components, including DNA. Organisms have developed a panoply of means of dealing with DNA damage. Some repair paths have rather narrow substrate specificity (e.g. photolyases, which act on specific pyrimidine photoproducts in a specific type (e.g., DNA) and conformation (double-stranded B conformation) of nucleic acid. Others, for example, nucleotide excision repair, deal with larger classes of damages, in this case bulky adducts in DNA.
A detailed discussion of DNA repair mechanisms is beyond the scope of this article, but one can be found in the excellent book of Friedberg et al.
[1] for further detail. However, some DNA damages and paths for repair of those damages important for photobiology will be outlined below as a basis for the specific examples of genetic and molecular analysis that will be presented below.
DNA Damages
The major photoproduct formed in DNA by UV radiation is the cyclobutyl pyrimidine dimer (CPD); although pyrimidine-pyrimidone adducts are induced at lower level, they are also significant in production of biological damage. Other pyrimidine photoproducts (e.g., hydrates) are formed by UV, but purine photoproducts are induced only at much lower levels. and other cellular metabolic processes that result in formation of single and double strand breaks. Thus, in addition to the UV-induced damages discussed above, cells must cope with oxidized purines, oxidized bases and abasic sites (sites of base loss), as well as single and double strand breaks. To deal with these UV-induced and other DNA alterations, cells have developed several distinct yet in some cases overlapping repair pathways. 
Photorepair
Pyrimidine dimer photoreactivation is a one-enzyme repair path. The enzyme photolyase binds specifically to CPD in double stranded DNA, forming an enzymesubstrate complex. That complex absorbs a photon in the long UV or visible range, Figure 3 . Mechanism of photorepair of CPD in DNA by photolyase.
